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Editorial
Welcome to this, the 2018 edition of Time On.
Once again Time On brings you a selection of the most interesting of the articles and pieces
of historical information about Australian Football in NSW.
One of the points that differentiates our code from other types of football is the
requirement to bounce the ball when running with it. The first article this year is a special
study by our President, Ian Granland on the introduction of Rule VIII to the initial rules of
football and events that helped make the game what it has become.
We have two articles on umpires, often forgotten in the history of the game but without
whom no game would ever take place. There are a few of our, by now regular articles on
nineteenth century matches in NSW, a time when interstate games (and as one article
shows – international game) were far less formally arranged than now. A fascinating piece
describes a women’s match during wartime in 1944. There are articles on grounds where
football was played and an interesting piece on Australian Football House in Sydney – alas
no more.
Please enjoy this publication which is produced free of charge for Society Members only.
The role of the NSW Australian Football History Society is to research, gather, document,
catalogue and arrange for the safe keeping, of objects and items of significant interest to the
history of Australian Football in NSW and most particularly in Sydney and to disseminate
information about the history of the game in this state. Ian Granland is personally
responsible for most of the writing again this year. The Society owes him a great debt and
we thank him for the results he has produced. We love doing this work and we enjoy
sharing the results with you all.
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RULE VIII – It Labelled the Game

A special article
by Ian Granland

As the game of Australian Football continues to grow and develop and more people become
involved and interested in its origins, the accuracy about how it actually evolved, spreads
wider and deeper.
I became drawn into football in the early 1960s, first as a junior player and later and in the
same decade as an administrator. I was only 17 when someone tickled my ego by
suggesting that I could take on the secretary’s position in a senior club in Sydney. You would
be right in supposing that there was no-one else.
Well I did take on the job and that started a life-long association and passion with Australian
Football; one which has had a major bearing on all facets of my life ever since.
As such, I became a student of the game. I became interested in the how, when, where and
the why of it all and midway in the 1990s urged the establishment of the NSW Australian
Football History Committee.
Thankfully this group was comprised of some very keen aficionados of the game who met on
a regular basis. Now, almost 15 years later it has evolved into a wonderful incorporated
Football History Society with almost 100 members, Australia wide.
Nonetheless the question of how the game started continues to intrigued me. I would
spend hours researching at places like the State Library of NSW then sit
there reading other interesting side bits – one of the many pitfalls of a
researcher – document what you find and keep the reading to a
minimum, should be a researcher’s maxim! It did help me however
unearth an interesting publication: an article in the Quadrant Magazine
from the winter of 1958 and written by A.G. Daws – a person of whom I
have no knowledge. The piece he wrote was called ‘An Institution in the
Metropolis’ – for the Centenary of Australian Rules Football ‘ – a
H C A Harrison
strange title indeed, apart from the mention of the 100th year of the
game’s birth. But one which enabled me to practically identify HOW ‘it’ happened which
gave me encouragement to undertake additional research, the results of which I found
surprising.
This article I have written here quotes much from the Daw’s article, so much so that I have
not specifically referenced it throughout.
Initially Daws cited the well hackneyed letter by T. W. Wills which was published in Bell’s Life
In Victoria during the midwinter of 1858. In it he suggested and encouraged cricketers to
form “a football club, and form a committee of three or more to draw up a code of laws et
al.” Alternately he suggested the formation of a rifle club – Aren’t we lucky?
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The ‘committee’ (to use the term loosely) turned out to be a
group of four (well educated) friends who had adjourned to the
local 1 in Melbourne, following a scratch match and after ‘a few
jugs’ went on to draw up a set of rules which were subsequently
adopted by others to become the foundation of the laws of the
game as we know them today. 2
All this has to be taken in the context that the town of
Melbourne, founded only 23 years before in 1835 by John Batman
Tom Wills
and John Fawkner, would probably have remained a fledgling colony
but for the discovery of gold around the Ballarat and Bendigo regions, most of which was
then shipped overseas through Port Phillip.
It was gold that laid the business and social foundations for the city of Melbourne. 3
At the time of the formation of the game, Victoria’s population was around 500,000, 4 and
growing. The vast majority of this was centred at the goldfields which was a very diverse,
ethnic and intellectual collective.
In his article Daws suggests that it was never intended that ‘the local players should stick to
the ‘lethal’ rugby code which had been established in England twenty years before.”
“Football and cricket were then the domain of gentlemen and private schoolboys
who had the time to play a sport.” (compulsory schooling was not introduced in
Victoria until 1872)
The vast majority, if not all of the population worked at least six days a week so the only
time the general population could involve themselves in a sporting activity was on a public
holiday; Sundays being very much reserved for religious worship. That is why those very
early recorded matches were mostly played only between schools and those that did involve
adults, their employment accounts for the late commencement of Saturday games (3:00 3:30pm).
Rugby was not encouraged because as the quote implies, it was then considered a very
violent game by many Melbournians. An opinion apparently also held by Wills who himself
had attended the Rugby School in England not that long before, where he played the game.
“Black eyes don’t look so good in Collins Street” 5 wrote J B Thompson, one of the committee
of four who penned those first rules in 1859. He had studied at Cambridge University and
knew the various English school football codes. 6 Further, he told the Argus (a Melbourne

1 The Sydney Mail & NSW Advertiser - 1883-08-25 – page 363
2

The Sydney Mail & NSW Advertiser - 1883-08-25 – page 363

3

History of the City of Melbourne – Melbourne City Council

4 The Argus - 11 March 1858 page 5
5 The Argus, - 14 May 1860, page 5
6 The Argus, - 14 May 1860, page 5
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Newspaper) readers that it was “almost as if the Humane Society had taken over
football” 7 after the game was played under the new rules.
Few contemporary sports fans do not realise the lack of sophistication of rugby in those
early years. It is safe to say that tackling had few or no rules.
Then again, the Quadrant Magazine article goes on to say that the interpretation of the
rules for the Australian game was “as motley as the football attire of the day.” - which
again, appears to be a quote from J B Thompson. The main aim of the early rules was to do
away with the rugby practice of running with the ball, apparently because of the inevitable
frequent scrimmages, hacking and tripping that went with it. The first rules were revised in
May 1860 to add that pushing with the hands or body was restricted whilst rule VIII, which
said that “the ball may be taken in hand only when caught from the foot, or on the hop
(bounce). In no case shall it be lifted from the ground” was amended to read that: “the ball
be not be taken in hand except after the first bounce, but in any case no player shall run
with it.“ 8
It is interesting that at this same revision meeting “The Eton and Rugby (schools) 9 rules were
produced and read; in neither of them is any provision made for handling the ball except for
a ' free kick.' 10 “So what does this mean? Were they happy that their revised rules did not
allow players to run with the ball or were they content in emulating this part of the rules
from England?
I believe that because these very early rules covertly identified the restriction of ‘brutal’
play, it is reasonable then to assume that these were so worded to differentiate this game of
‘football’ from rugby and perhaps reassure players of the perceived ‘safer’ nature of it.
One of the initial laws was that the ball “under no circumstances” could be thrown. 11 This
implies a soccer influence by the codifiers and one which probably and unwittingly
promoted passing the ball by kicking which then further developed the use of the rugby
regulation and term of the ‘mark’ permitting a resultant kick. It may well have also led to
delivering the ball by punching it, not throwing. The principle behind this rule has never
really changed or been tampered with. Not everyone though was happy with the ball being
physically handled. 12
The local press derided the amended rules describing them as “tame”.
This revised rule VIII appeared to further adopt a soccer-like characteristic of players not
being able to run with the ball. The Richmond and Melbourne Clubs had discarded this rule
from their games by 1861.

7

A Game of Our Own - page 31 by Geoffrey Blainey

8

Bell's Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronicle (Melbourne, Vic.: 1857 - 1868), - Saturday 2 June 1860, page 4

9

English schools and initially Victorian clubs had their own rules of football

10

Bell's Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronicle (Melbourne, Vic.: 1857 - 1868), - Saturday 2 June 1860, page 4

11

Original rule 10

12

Bell’s Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronicle,- 19 May 1860 p.3
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The Geelong Club reported that they had difficulty in obtaining rugby balls which they
preferred to use instead of “the ugly rounds” 13. In 1860 most games were played with a
round ball.
Paradoxically some clubs wanted to use rugby balls and by 1865 the game had reached a
situation of having both types of balls (round and oval) being used in matches. Carlton in
particular had trained with a round ball and used them in their games and were not happy if
an oval or rugby ball was produced to play with 14 (the home club had the choice of the ball).
Between 1861-65 the ‘carrying the ball’ rule, referred to above, continued to be breached
and was regularly infringed. 15
So, in May 1866 the Melbourne Football Club (MFC) Committee directed Henry Harrison, a
player and delegate of the MFC along with its secretary, R W Wardill, to meet with other
club representatives to “draw up fresh rules and regulations for the game.” 16
Delegates from four leading clubs met at the Freemason’s Hotel in Melbourne to reach
some sort of agreement about ball-handling, realising that this was a crucial issue which had
sprung up between players and clubs 17.
A revised set of rules were said to be written by Harrison, the chairman of the meeting and
while he appeared to champion their adoption “in a bold manner,” I can find no actual
evidence of his club supporting them before this meeting of club delegates. Subject to the
contrary, it would appear then that they either had already been agreed to by the MFC
committee or they trusted their delegates to act on their behalf. So the meeting really was a
dissemination of these (Harrison’s) rules to other metropolitan club delegates who chose to
attend.
Rule VIII was the all-important one and realistically the one on which offered a possible
divide in the football community of the day between those who wanted the game to be
played like soccer and those who favoured the rugby influence and wanted to run with the
ball.
It would appear that Harrison’s “bold manner” saw his rules accepted unanimously and
without alteration. Therefore, Rule VIII was again amended to read: “The ball may be taken
in hand at any time but not carried further than it is necessary for a kick, and no player
shall run with the ball unless he strikes it against the ground every five or six yards”. 18
Many maybe unaware that these actual football rules were the rules of the MFC 19, the
Victorian Football Association was not formed until 1877. It is reasonable then to assume
13

Geelong Advertiser – 17 May 1866, page 2

14

Argus – 11 September 1865 page 5

15

Bells Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronicle - 3 March 1866 page 4

16

The Herald (Melbourne) - 2 May 1866, page 2

17

Bells Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronicle - 12 May 1866 page 4

18 Bells Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronicle - 12 May 1866 page 4
19 Bells Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronicle - 3 May 1866 page 4
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that is why there were a limited number of club delegates attending the 1866
meeting: Melbourne, Carlton, South Yarra and possibly Royal Park had representatives in
attendance.
Historians and writers have previously written that these rules were “adopted
unanimously.” In reality, it would appear that other clubs had little choice. You could say
that in that period, the MFC ‘owned the game’. 20
Following their acceptance by these clubs, books of ‘Victorian Rules of Football’ were
printed at 11 shillings per hundred, 21 apparently under MFC authorisation – and most
certainly under that of the ‘Athletic Sports Committee’ 22 - seemingly a sub-committee of
the MFC and/or Cricket Club. 23 These rules were circulated and the respective clubs who
were not present, then voted on independently between their players as to whether they
would play under them. 24 It appears all conformed.
So the revised Rule VIII was the start which gave our game its unique character by placating
the majority of the bloody-minded interests who wanted ‘football’ to go one way or the
other. It formed a compromise and if you can see through the haze, it is the basis of the
game we play today.
And all this from the two men who were born in NSW – cousins, Wills and Harrison.

20 Geelong Advertiser - 30 May 1860, page 2
21 Bells Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronicle - 19 May 1866 page 4
22 Geelong Advertiser - 22 May 1866 p.2
23

It wasn’t until 1980 that the Melbourne Football Club split from the MCC to become its own entity

24 Geelong Advertiser - 22 May 1866 page 2
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1944 Football by the “Girls”
During World War II service units were located in most parts of New South Wales and
staffed mostly by young men. The commanding officers in these units were particularly
keen to see those under their control involved in sporting activities, because, 1) it filled in
time and 2) it mostly kept them out of trouble.
An airbase which had a reasonable number of females on the staff was located at
Narrandera in country New South Wales. In July 1944 a group of these young women
decided to play football against the local girls. Initially they played a rugby league match
then later a game of Australian Football against the ‘Narrandera Glamour Girls’, as they
were called.
The encounter was played on the Narrandera Sports Ground and preceded a game between
Narrandera Imperials Football Club and a team comprised of RAAF personnel. These
matches were arranged in aid of the Victuallers' Victory Girl (Miss Audrey Ward), a local
contestant in a talent quest.
The female teams were made up of:
W.A.A.A.F. - A.C.W. Green, Cpl. Riddle, A.C.W. Cruickshanks, A.C.W. Bowen, Cpl. Dare,
A.C.W. Sharp, A.C.W. Slender, A.C.W. Adams, A.C.W. A. Brennan, A.C.W. L. Bren nan, Cpl.
Arbucle, Sergt. Fletcher, S./O. King, A.C.W. Flynn, A.C.W. Bowen, S./O Watson.
Glamour Girls: Barbara Cumming, Nancy Cumming, Joan Walsh, M. Walsh, M. Bynon, Mary
Meyers, B. Wright, Dot Beggs, Isabella Hunt, Joyce Treloar, Lucy Lipscombe, Sybil Russell,
Nellie Bratton, Polly Williams, Betty Hunt, Beryl Flynn.
Played in four quarters of 10 minutes each, under Association rules, the match was fast and
open.
Having had several practices, with coaching by Mr. A. T. Pattinson who was also the umpire,
the Narrandera girls claimed to have acquired a good knowledge of the rules and were
confident of turning the tables on the service girls after their defeat in Rugby League.
A quick resume of the early part of the match was described in the Narrandera Argus and
Riverina Advertiser on 25 July:
“The play was fast and open. A.C.W. Cruickshanks opened the scoring with a point,
and A.C.W. Green followed with a similar score, but at her next attempt the latter
kicked a goal, making the score 8 to nil at the first change over. The Cumming sisters,
by combining well, set an attack for the Glamour Girls, and Joyce Treloar and Lucy
Lipscombe further consolidated the move, only to see S./O. King, A.C.W. Bowen and
Sergt, Fletcher clear the goal.
The Glamour Girls were much more prominent in the second quarter. Dot Beggs, Nellie
Bratton, D. Wright and Betty Hunt whipped the ball on to Polly Williams, who opened
her team's account with a goal, and afterwards evened the scores by kicking two more
Time On 2018
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points— 8 all at half-time. Early in the third quarter Dot Beggs placed the Glamour Girls
in the lead by kicking a point, but apparently this effort roused the WAAA.F. to
determined action. Cpl. Dare sent the ball down the centre, and A.Q.W. Mutton
grasped an opportunity to score a goal.”
The W.A.A.F. won the game 2-5 (17) to 2-4 (16).
Goals:
W.A.A.F.: A.C. W. Green & A.C.W. Mutton 1 goal each.
Glamour Girls: Polly Williams & Nellie Bratton 1 goal each.
Best:
W.A.A.F.: A.C.W. Slender, Mutton, Green and Cruickshanks, Sergt. Fletcher (captain),
and Cpl. Dare.
Glamour Girls: Barbara and Nancy Cumming, Mary Meyers, Lucy Lipscombe (captain),
Polly Williams and Dot Beggs.
The Narrandera Citizens' Band played selections during the afternoon and helped to
make the occasion more enjoyable.
Reference: Narrandera Argus and Riverina Advertiser (NSW : 1893 - 1953, Friday 21 July 1944, page 3

Narrandera Argus and Riverina Advertiser (NSW : 1893 - 1953, Tuesday 25 July 1944, page 2
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A Game Against the English
In 1888 the touring English Rugby side played a game of Australian Football against a
combined Northern Districts team (Newcastle-Hunter Area of NSW).
“The touring side has been described as the ‘British Lions’ although the team did not
officially represent the (English) Rugby Football Union. Nor did the Victorian Football
Association (VFA – in those days), support the tour when the team toured through
Victoria, in fact the secretary of the VFA in March of that year described the tour “…as
I can see that nothing but evil will arise to our season and clubs” 25
“The tour was organised by three professional English cricketers, James
Lillywhite, Alfred Shaw and Arthur Shrewsbury. Lillywhite had captained England
against Australia in cricket's inaugural test match at the MCG in 1877 and got the idea
of bringing a football team from England to tour Australia after a discussion with a Mr.
Headley, a journalist from the Leader Newspaper in Melbourne, who told him during
the progress of a cricket match on the M.C.C. ground, that the game of football (in
Melbourne) drew gates of 25,OOO and even 30,000" 26
There is no doubt that the first consideration of the football tour was to make money with
the sporting aspect a secondary thought. 27 These matches by a touring Rugby team were
proposed with their game in mind, however matches against the Australian Football teams
suggest that they were played to increase their income on this arduous and costly tour
which extended from 28 April – 3 October, and this did not include the trip to and from
England . However given all this, for the players to maintain a clear objective, free from
personal antipathies and compromises as well as the consistent, almost daily playing of
games on this mammoth tour, the whole schedule must have proven a real headache for the
organisers.
So while in Melbourne, at that time easily Australia's biggest city, the Englishmen (Lillywhite
& Co.) declared in 1887 that on their next tour they would bring out a team of rugby players
to take on the colonials, and in particular to challenge Victorian teams playing under their
own code of rules.
In the 1880s, the differences between rugby and Australian rules of football was not that
substantial. The main variations being: 20 players instead of 15, at the start of the match
they lined up facing each other, the absence of an offside rule and the need to bounce the
ball every seven yards or so while running with it; of course there were more.
The touring Lions of 1888 played 54 matches in Australasia, winning 33, losing 14 and
drawing seven. That included 18 games of Australian Football, of which they won 6, lost 11
and drew one (in these matches only goals counted, even though behinds were normally
shown in the score).

25 Australian Star – 14 January 1888, page 6
26

Ibid

27 Ibid
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The 1888 British Lions Results in Australian Football
1888

OPPOSITION

16 June

Carlton FC

20 June
22 June

RESULT LIONS SCORE OPPOSITION CROWD

VENUE

Lost

3-8

14-7

25,000 MCG

Bendigo FC

Won

5-16

1-14

4,500

Back Creek Cricket Ground

Castlemaine Reps

Drew

1-2

1-4

1,500

Camp Reserve

23 June

South Melbourne FC

Lost

3-7

7-20

8,000

Sth Melb Cricket Ground

27 June

Maryborough FC

Lost

3-11

4-12

7,000

Princess Park, Maryborough

29 June

South Ballarat FC

Lost

3-7

7-18

7,000

Eastern Oval, Ballarat

30 June

Fitzroy FC

Lost

3-4

12-10

4,000

Fitzroy Cricket Ground

3 July

Port Melbourne FC

Lost

6-11

7-15

900

7 July

South Adelaide FC

Lost

5-9

8-9

5,500

Adelaide Oval

10 July

Port Adelaide FC

Won

8-8

7-8

2,000

Adelaide Oval

12 July

The Adelaide FC

Lost

3-5

6-13

3,000

Adelaide Oval

14 July

Norwood FC

Lost

3-1

5-8

8,000

Adelaide Oval

18 July

Horsham FC

Won

6-5

0-2

1,500

Horsham Rec Reserve

20 July

Ballarat Imperials FC

Lost

1-2

4-15

UK

Saxon Paddock, Ballarat

21 July

Ballarat FC

29

Won

5-8

4-8

1,000

Saxon Paddock, Ballarat

25 July

Sandhurst FC

Won

3-2

2-10

UK

26 July

Kyneton FC

Won

2-7

1-5

1,500

28 July

Essendon FC

Lost

3-5

7-16

Lost

4-5

9-19

28

14 August Northern Dists FA

East Melb Cricket Ground

Back Creek Cricket Ground
Kyneton Racecourse

meagre East Melb Cricket Ground
1,200

Albion Ground, Maitland

(The games in italics are two extra matches we found which are not recorded in the official records of the tour.)

Most were keen to play against the English – the old country; there was very much a
patriotic attitude of “we are (still) part of them.”
“One of the most interesting football matches ever played in the Northern district
(Newcastle-Hunter Region) under Australian rules, took place on the Albion Ground on
Tuesday afternoon, 14 August in the presence of about 1200 spectators, including
many ladies, who took a lively pleasure in the contest. This was between the English
Football Team and a twenty chosen from the Wallsend, Newcastle, Summerhill,
Northumberland, and Our Boys' Clubs.” 30
“The visitors arrived in Maitland on the previous evening and were driven to Hodgson's
Royal and Main's Excelsior Hotels, where everything possible was done to make them
comfortable. Arrangements had been made that they were to be given an opportunity
of seeing the picturesque country about Maitland, but by special request they were
allowed to pass the morning roaming “at their own sweet will,” as they expressed
themselves as tired and sadly in need of a rest”. 31
“Mr. George Buxton, a most enthusiastic and ardent supporter of football and other
athletic pastimes, was, however, always on hand to supply information, and to act as
guide generally.
28

Evening Journal - 13 July 1888, page 4

29

Ballarat Star - 21 July 1888, page 2

30 Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser (NSW : 1843 - 1893), Thursday 16 August 1888, page 7
31

Ibid
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The Albion Ground had been specially prepared for the match which should be a
memorable one from the fact that it was the only occasion on which the Britons had
played under the Australian rules of football in New South Wales, and also the only
one in which they had been compelled to strike the Union Jack, although they had only
been successful in some half dozen matches under Australian rules in Victoria and
South Australia, but they are well-nigh invincible at Rugby”. 32
“The contest was timed to begin at a quarter past three, but it was long after that hour
before the English-men were driven on to the ground in a four-horse omnibus, and it
was approaching four o'clock as the men entered the field, where they were received
with a hearty cheer. Two of the team wore a bit off colour, and their places were kindly
taken by Norman and Kennedy of the Northumberland Club. The other members of
the combination were a wonderful, sturdy and athletic lot. They were captained by R
L. Sneddon.” 33
“The Northerners were: R. Bower (captain), Giles, Bussell, Howell, Cosstick, Derkenne,
Estell, Creighton, Smart, O'Brien, Adamson, Evans, Conn, Berthold, Griffiths, George
and James Du Guid, T. Moore, Thomas, and Marshall; but they were a weedy looking
lot when compared with their opponents, although they were all fast and game as
pebbles.” 34
“Considerable disappointment was expressed at the absence of John Du Guid, Archie
Moore, and Harris all Wallsend representatives who were unavoidably detained, so
their places were taken by substitutes. As to the contest itself, it can at once be set
down as a bad one, as the Englishmen did not know enough about the little points of
the game to be a fair match for the Northerners, who fairly outran and out-kicked their
opponents, who, however, were very proficient in the short time they have known the
rules, is taken into consideration, but they were just a bit too heavy and too slow to be
champions in the Australian game. There was not the slightest suspicion of wind, and
the day was such a beautiful one for football that the winding of the toss by Bower
from Sneddon, who led the Englishmen, made but slight difference” et-al. “ 35
"The match may simply be styled a "walk-over" for the Norths, who never played
better than on this occasion. The Australian game is not popular with the Englishmen,
and in their opinion would not succeed in England, if it were introduced there, as it is
not a game adapted for a cold climate. Another reason is that the team is a usually
heavy one, and the game calls forth not weight, which is essential in Rugby, but the
activity and dexterity which the stolid looking. Britons seem to lack--in other words,
"They're not built that way - therefore their denunciation is easily understood.” 36

32

Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser (NSW : 1843 - 1893), Thursday 16 August 1888, page 7

33 Ibid
34 Ibid
35

Ibid

36 Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate, Wednesday 15 August 1888, p.5
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A real downside to the English (unofficial) tour was the death of the Lion’s captain, Bob
Sneddon. “He was given the captaincy of the team, but after 20 games of a 35 match series,
Seddon drowned in an accident while sculling on the Hunter River in West Maitland, New
South Wales, a day after the above match. He had ventured up river alone, and his team
mates, Jack Anderton and Andrew Stoddart found him dead some time later. He was buried
in Church of England cemetery in West Maitland.” 37

Image from the Illustrated London News

37 Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate, - Thursday 16 August 1888, page 5
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1888 Sydney University Football Club
The following was taken from an article written in the Sydney Mail in April, 1888. It briefly
describes the Sydney University Australian Football Club which unfortunately only survived
for two seasons.
The University only had a limited number of students at the time but this increased
significantly after John Henry Challis bequeathed a sum of £200,000 38 in 1889 and seven
new professorships were created.
Be that as it may, the 1888 annual meeting of the University Football Club, playing under
Australian rules, was held on Monday night, 16 April 1888 at Milthorpe's Hotel. (Milthorp's
Hotel was on the corner of York and King Streets, Sydney) Mr. Frederick Challands occupied
the chair. 39
Quoting from the annual report which stated "that the club was only formed on July 7, 1887,
late last year, when other clubs were closing the season. 40
The report added “The club could not claim to have done much more than make a start.
Three matches were played, but, as the number of members was small, it had to depend to
a degree on the assistance given by the Sydney, East Sydney, Waratah and West Sydney
clubs. Members should go into regular practice in order that they might be prepared to
accept an invitation from the Melbourne University this season."
A further report on the meeting continued: "The balance sheet was of a satisfactory nature.
The report and balance-sheet were adopted. Letters were received from his Excellency the
Governor and Dr. Brownless according their patronage to the club.
The following office-bearers were elected : Patron, his Excellency the Governor; president,
the Chancellor (Sir William Manning) ; vice-presidents, Dr. Maclaurin and Dr. Brownless ;
Hon. Secretary, Mr. M. M. Ryan; Assistant Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. Davis; Hon. Treasurer, Mr.
F. E. Wood: Committee, Messrs. R. Kidston, W.J.W. Richardson, Cock, Waters, and F.
Challands ; Auditors, Messrs. J. P. Leahy and Fitzsimons; Delegate to . the Association, Mr.
W. J. W. Richardson. "
Ref. Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser (NSW : 1871 - 1912), Saturday 21 April 1888, page 865

38

https://sydney.edu.au/alumni-giving/inspired-campaign/our-donors.html

39 Australian Star (Sydney, NSW : 1887 - 1909), Tuesday 17 April 1888, page 3
40 Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser (NSW : 1871 - 1912), Saturday 21 April 1888, page 865
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Wallsend v Tasmania
Yes, it did happen; it might have taken place 127 years ago, but it did happen and the
Wallsend team were not disgraced. They drew the game and this was in the days when
behinds were recorded but they were not counted in the score. We thought you might
enjoy the read of an abridged record of the match:
"A FOOTALL match under Australian rules was played yesterday on the Old Racecourse
ground, Summerhill, between an almost representative 20 from Tasmania and an
equal number of men from the Wallsend and Summerhill clubs. The match has excited
a good deal of interest during the past week, and, had it not been for the counter
attraction in the shape of races, there would have been a large number of people
present. As it was, there were nearly 1000 onlookers, many of whom came by train
and tram from Newcastle, Hamilton and Lambton.
The Tasmanian team are picked from the ranks of the Allbrook, Railway and City clubs
in Hobart, and, as a specimen of players they are hard to beat. The average weight of
the full team, including the four emergency men, is 12st 6lb (174kg), and the majority
of them are 6ft (180cm) tall. From a critical standpoint they are, perhaps, lacking in
activity, but, considering that the great Carlton (Vic.) team which is now in Sydney
could only defeat them last week after a sea voyage, by 9 goals to 2, it was realised
before they reached the north that they were no sluggards. Their second match was
played on Tuesday at Maitland, when they proved victorious by 7 goals to 3, and owing
to this it was thought that the Wallsend men would be outmatched.
The result proved that our boys were if anything the stronger team, but lack of
condition toll, and at the call of time the game was -Wallsend, 2 goals 9 behinds;
Tasmania, 2 goals 10 behinds; a drawn game, as the behinds do not count.
The game was a splendid one, and towards the close the greatest excitement
prevailed, as it was during the last quarter that the visitors secured all their score.
During the game three showers, the first of which was an exceedingly heavy one, fell,
and made things rather unpleasant for the onlookers, as well as the players. Still it
takes a lot to damp the ardour of a Wallsend crowd, and the rain was soon forgotten.
The ground was very sloppy, while the long grass and greasy leather wore evidently
against the Tasmanians, who state they are accustomed to a level turf, and a dry ball."
41

A further comment states "There can be no question that the local men had the best of the
match, but their lack of weight and condition told in the end, and the visitors were enabled
to equalise matters, in spite of the fact that the greasy leather and wet ground was
obviously against them. For them the captain (Dunlop), Atkinson, Hall, Brown, and Sibley
played the best game; while the brothers Duguid, Bower, Tobin, and Laing were the best on
the Wallsend side. Mr. D. Jones acted as central umpire, and he is to be congratulated for
the splendid manner in which he judged between the two teams. There was absolutely no
41

Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate, Friday 27 June 1890, page 8
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wrangling, and it would have done some of the Rugby footballers good to have seen a close
game played whose language and loud talk were conspicuous by their total absence. As goal
umpires, Messrs. Dunlop and Creighton gave every satisfaction. In the evening the visiting
team were entertained at a banquet in the Wallsend School of Arts, where two jolly hours
were spent." 42
Ref. Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate, Friday 27 June 1890, page 8
•

Summerhill is a western locality of Newcastle and while the racecourse mentioned is long gone, we would love to know
where it was situated.

[The proposed game Tasmania v Northern Districts Assn (the name of the then local football
association) on the following Saturday had to be postponed because of the very inclement
weather. However the two sides were rematched on the following Monday. The ground
was very heavy and the locals unfortunately lost a number of better players due to work
commitments but nevertheless the match was played. Tasmania won 8-28 to 2-4 before a
small crowd at the Newcastle Cricket Ground.]

42

Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate, Friday 27 June 1890, page 8
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The Word “Rules”
The word 'Rules' has long been associated with the title of the game of Australian Football in
one form or another for well over 130 years.
Many find this word not appropriate for the game which has proved to be the most popular
in the Commonwealth and over the years there were several attempts to have the word
“Rules” deleted from its designation, but this has proven difficult.
For a number of years the game was simply referred to as 'football' by the masses in the
majority of states where it held sway, however in more recent times soccer has put in a
claim for the word.
In actual fact the word 'football' is a generic term and applies to a number of sports which
boast using a 'football' as the focus of their play. These include: Australian Football,
Soccer, Rugby Union, Rugby League, Gridiron, Gaelic Football and Canadian Football – the
latter very much a derivative of Gridiron.
Australian Football gained the tag, 'Rules' when in the reporting of the game in the late
1800s there needed to be some differential between the codes. It should be noted
however, that it was initially called 'Victorian Football.' Rugby was simply referred to as
such (Rugby League had yet to be created), Soccer was called 'Association Football' and was
derived from the word ‘Association’ upon the formation of the Football Association (FA) on
October 26, 1863.
So when referring to a game of Australian Football journalists simply said "..... a game of
football was played according to 'Australian Rules' or "..... a game played on Saturday
according to the Australian rules of football". And that's how the 'Rules tag crept in.
In the early 1900s moves were made to eliminate the word, then again in 1926, the NSWAFL
President, J.F McNeil successfully moved to have the word removed from the title. Little
notice was taken of this new position by the League because even when
reporting on McNeil’s motion, the Sydney Morning Herald published the
article under the banner, "AUSTRALIAN RULES' and over subsequent
years reporting did not really deviate from this manner.
In 1952, state delegates at the Australian National Football Council
(ANFC), expressed opposition to the term 'rules' being applied to
Australian Football. As a result it was decided to advise all affiliated bodies to refer to the
game as 'Australian Football.’ The actual resolution had been carried at the Council's 1950
meeting but never actually acted upon.
Then in 1958 it again raised its head at ANFC level resulting in a nation wide unsuccessful
search for an alternative name for the game but their endeavours proved fruitless.
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Tas Carroll
We have often written that people in sport and more particularly in our case, football, are
lost in the throng of the many who make up football clubs, leagues and groups over the
years.
In their time their names “are up in lights” and many became most prominent players or
influential officials or perhaps outstanding umpires.
And yet when they withdraw or are lost to the code, their names and qualities are almost
gone forever; many are never formally recognized.
Sometimes a trophy is named after them so you can say their names may live on. But after
many years, who questions the name on the award that may have been won by a player
from your club? Who knows about him or her? Who knows what impact that person had
on the game in their particular discipline?
Of course this is the case right around Australia. It is the “xxx’ or “xyz” trophy but who really
gives a tinker’s cuss who “xzy” was? We could go on about this forever and while accepting
that times change the historical background really does not alter. Naturally enough the
memory of their influence or impact fades or has faded into the distant past. So, where does
the responsibility lie to keep each new generation informed?
And what of those who want to or do change the names of these trophies? They really have
little respect and certainly no knowledge of the past.
In Australian Football in Sydney there is to this day such an influential man who remains
officially unrecognised . He was a school teacher and probably one of three who help
spread the game across the city in those early days of the 20th century. During his time he
went to extraordinary lengths to promote his students into the game of Australian Football.
We have written about Rupert Browne, and of course there was H.G. (Bunny) Shepherd and
now we present, Tas Carroll. Or to be more precise, Tasman Stanley Carroll.
Tas. (as he was known to his many friends) was born at Stanley in Tasmania in 1902. After
school he entered a career of teaching. By 1928 he was living at Sandy Bay, a suburb of
Hobart, then two years later along with his wife Lillis, he had moved to his long time
residence of 36 Kimberley Road, Hurstville.
Strangely, he did not get involved with the then newly formed St George Club however he
began teaching at Leichhardt Tech where he promoted the game and coached teams from
his school in the fledgling (Australian) football schools competition.
By 1931 he had been transferred to Hurstville Central Technical School and was
subsequently appointed co-manager of the NSW PSSSA (Public Schools Amateur Athletic
Assn) Australian Football Team which even then included future St George players in Don
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Menzies, Steve Duff and the 1939 Sanders Medalist (Sydney Reserve Grade B & F), Albert
Butcher.
Tas. went on to become intensely involved with school football in Sydney and like Rupert
Browne and H G Shepherd, became mentors to young men who would go on to play senior
football in NSW with a percentage moving into the VFL.
Despite his commitment to the game he was never elected a life member of the NSW
Football League although his two colleagues, Browne and Shepherd were. Also, he missed
on the ANFC’s Merit Award, an honour bestowed upon a person for his or her outstanding
commitment to football in the state.
Regardless, his loyalty to the game, particularly in the schools, remained consistent through
to about 1960. In these latter years he was the honorary school’s secretary when he was
listed as a teacher at the South Hurstville School.
There are many men in Australia who owe their football connection to Tas and in some way
so too does the St George Club who was the beneficiary of many of his players, including a
former outstanding and long term club president in Sid Felstead.
Tas’s daughter, Patsy who also became a schoolteacher, was another whom the St George
Club benefited from by his involvement. She turned out to be the club’s publicity officer,
writing in the St George Leader Newspaper as well as the St George FC correspondent in the
Football Record for a number of years.
Tas. died in 1992, aged 90, his death went unnoticed by the Australian Football community
of the time.
We get informed of the demise of many of our past principals of the game here in NSW and
if we mention one, we miss one thousand. With this article we can now say that Tas. has had
“his time in the sun.”
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A Hard Time for Umpires
Umpires and umpiring in Sydney have had their share of strife, from
being assaulted to going on strike.
The umpires' Association was formed in *1920 43 mostly through the
efforts of long serving umpire and league advocate, Leo Errington
Harry, known to all as just Leo Harry. He was secretary and
treasurer of the Association for 10 years and team manager of
numerous state teams. He was rewarded with life membership of
the league in 1940. The NSW umpiring regime owes him a lot.

Leo Harry

In July 1924 Tom Chinnick accompanied a Victorian schoolboy’s team to Sydney where they
competed in a national carnival. Chinnick was an umpire in a Melbourne suburban league
and later the Mornington Peninsular Football Association. While in Sydney he agreed to an
offer by the league to officiate in a major club game provided "the umpire listed for the
match suffered no pecuniary loss."
The Umpires' Association met the night before games resulting in an umpire’s walkout if
Chinnick officiated in the match.
This strained relations between the league and the Umpires' Association saw Chinnick
withdraw his "proffered" assistance and the weekend matches proceeded without further
incident. 44
Only a few months later Alec Mutch, a VFL umpire officiated in a finals match in
Sydney. This caused so much consternation in the umpiring ranks that they tendered their
resignation as a body. Mutch's services had been secured through the VFL permit and
umpire committee, "to help the local league in an emergency which had arisen."
It was reported that "he gave the best exhibition of refereeing seen in an Australian Rules
club game in Sydney." 45 And yet the umpires all resigned in the following manner as
directed in a letter to the League Secretary: 46
"Dear Sir,
I beg to notify you that all umpires connected with this association,
including field, boundary, and goal, tender their resignation as
umpires to your league from Friday, September 12, 1924.
(Signed) L. E. Harry. Secretary."

43

Referee Newspaper - 5 May 1920, page11

44 Sydney Sportsman - 15 July 1924, page 7
45 The Sun - 16 September 1924, page 5
46 Labor Daily - 13 September 1924, page 3
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Mutch remained in Sydney and umpired the grand final the following week, apparently
“performing splendidly.” 47
The next season the umpires must have swallowed their pride because everything went
along quite smoothly until 1933.
This was the year of the National Carnival played at the SCG and in the week preceding the
preliminary final the umpires went out for higher fees. They demanded fees be increased
from 66% and in some cases 100%. 48 This was during the big depression and times were
hard. The league ignored their demands but in a strange industrial twist, the majority of
umpires continued to offer themselves for the last two weeks of the season.
This action however caused the disbandment of the Umpires' Association and it wasn't until
September 1935 that a successful move was made to reform the organisation. It was then
resolved that the league employ umpires on an individual basis. 49

47 Referee Newspaper - 21 September 1924 page 10
48 Sydney Morning Herald - 5 September 1935 page 16
49 Sydney Morning Herald - 26 September 1933 page16
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Australian Football House – Gone!!

A 1970 image the former NSW League premises at 64 Regent Street Chippendale

There would not be too many still involved in Sydney football who would remember the
NSWAFL Headquarters at 64 Regent Street, Chippendale. This is a further report:
It was purchased by the League, with the help of loans in 1964 from the Western Suburbs
Licensed Club and a four thousand pounds advance from the Australian National Football
Council.
At the time the building was a disused shop with residence above; it was part of a group of
five similar adjoined buildings built in 1920. All of these have recently been demolished for
the erection an overhead road access bridge to provide construction and operational entry
for both the Sydney Metro and Sydney trains. This bridge extends from Regent Street to the
centre of the former railway marshalling yards at Central.
The 1964 purchase by the league was a bold move from a body which had seen a series of
homes since its disconnection from the NSW Sports Club in George Street, Sydney in about
1960. The Sports Club had been the league's home for almost 50 years and it too closed its
doors not that long ago. There. they had use of a meeting room and minimal storage
facilities.
Time On 2018
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The management committee of the league at the time were very proud of their new
acquisition. This committee was comprised of a number of men most of whom were also
involved with various clubs. Many of these put their heart and soul into making something
of this old building.
It wasn't long before a rear ground floor brick extension was
added which took the boundary of the building back to the
fence bordering the main Sydney rail corridor. The front too
had its timber and glass shop front façade removed and
replaced with brick surrounding an aluminium framed entry.
Initially it accommodated a fulltime secretary and typist and
then over the years became a venue for all facets and
committees of the league. The tribunal met on the first floor.
The building was lost to football when a coup in 1978 voted
the long serving league president Bill Hart, out of
office. Eventually most of his loyal lieutenants followed and
the replacement group, headed by Bern Heafey forced the
sale of the premises in 1981 for $77,500. By then the league
had moved their offices to the nearby Newtown Rules Club,
303 Cleveland Street, Redfern.

The League Headquarters in
Regent Street at the time of
purchase

One of the reasons given for the sale was that the building was alive with white ants and yet
it stood for another 36 years! The electric sign you see in the top black and white
newspaper image protruding over the footpath remained attached to the building for over
20 years after its sale.
Since 1981, the building has changed hands several times with the last sale in 2016 realising
$1,300,000.00.
With its demolition goes part of football history in NSW.
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NSW Player Refused Clearance to VFL Club
It doesn't happen now. Players with talent are immediately absorbed into the AFL with the
blessing of their parent club.
In the old days however, certainly in Sydney, and I imagine country clubs, they were
sometimes very reluctant to let their good players go.
Such was the situation with Freddie Davies. A product of Double Bay Public School and later
the Eastern Suburbs Club, Fred was bathed in talent. He represented NSW Schoolboys in
1921 and again in Brisbane in 1922 as captain. He later captained the NSW state team at the
age of 23 against the VFL at the SCG.
Prior to this Fred represented the state in the 1927 National All-States Carnival and was
besieged by VFL clubs for his signature. In those days local clubs and state bodies frowned
on such overt action and went to great lengths to discredit the Melbourne clubs for doing
so.

1921 NSW State Schools Team - Fred is front row on the right

In early 1928 the North Melbourne FC was exposed for doing just that when they attempted
to secure Davies’ clearance and it was reported that:
"It was a big offer (£4/10/ a week to play football) and a job in the bargain for Davies to
turn down. He did not know what the other players had been offered. Mr. Thomas, (said
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Mr. Smith) explained the whole position and there was not the slightest possible doubt that
negotiations with the three players had reached an advanced stage when Mr. Thomas
called on me. THE THREE PLAYERS. Fred Davies was the best all-round player in the League
last season. Twenty years of age, he weighs 11st. and is 5ft 11 in. With his exceptional
capacity for 'mixing it' in any company, Davies would he sure to succeed in Melbourne
League football. He moves into position well, and, in addition to handling the ball ably, is a
fine kick and marksman. He is a product of the Double Bay School. When several Victorian
critics endeavoured to select an Australian team after the recent Carnival games in
Melbourne, Davies was the only New South Wales player to receive popular recognition."
50

Then, on the same day, the Sydney Sun reported on a letter sent to North Melbourne from
the Secretary of Davies' Eastern Suburbs club:
SYDNEY FOOTBALLER
CLEARANCE REFUSED FOR VICTORIAN CLUB MELBOURNE, Wednesday.
The Eastern Suburbs Australian Rules Football Club, Sydney, has refused a clearance to the
North Melbourne Club of F. Davies. Alec McWhinney, secretary of the club, explains the
position in the following letter to Stan Thomas, secretary of the North Melbourne Club: —
"Your committee and yourself cannot realise the strenuous fight that we in Sydney have
had in the past to foster the good old Australian game. If, when we are making steady
progress, we have to lose players of the type of F. Davies (by trafficking), then we in Sydney
will have to close up business and go back to Rugby. "It is only on very rare occasions that
we get a local, player like Davies; who is not only a draw for our club, but a big draw for our
game in general and while we can produce his class of player the game is going to make
rapid strides in Sydney. Therefore my committee appeals to your club to refrain from
encouraging players from Sydney when you have so many to choose from In Victoria." 51
Now today there would be hell to pay if a club took this action but it kept 'Snowy' Davies in
Sydney until 1930 before he took the field with Fitzroy. During that time Easts were runnerup in 1928 but failed to make the four in 1929.
Fitzroy was a strong club in those days while North, who had only been admitted to the
League in 1924, struggled.
Davies went on to play for Fitzroy from 1930-34 and captained the side in his final
year. Upon his return to Sydney he played for St George, firstly under Ted Shields, then Bub
Phelan and finally under former Footscray player, Jack Hayes. He was appointed captain and
coach of the club in 1938 when It won its second consecutive premiership. Fred was 32.

50 Referee - Wednesday 15 February 1928 page 13 Article
51

Sun - Wednesday 15 February 1928, page 7
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1934 image of the Fitzroy Team. Freddie Davies is four from right, centre row. The mercurial Hayden Bunton is on his right

The only other player we know of who had problems gaining a clearance was Mark McClure
when he was recruited by Carlton from East Sydney (same club as
Davies). Easts’ officials delayed the clearance in the hope of a securing substantial 'transfer
fee' only to have the Carlton Secretary tell them " .... if you don't clear him we will sign
someone else and he can stay in Sydney." (or words to that effect) 52
The clearance was quickly despatched to Melbourne after the matter went before a special
meeting of the NSWAFL administration on June 21, just before the clearance cut-off date. 53
McClure went on to play 243 games over eleven seasons with Carlton and was captain of the
club in 1986.

52

Anecdotal - club official

53

Sydney Sun - 23 June 1973
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Season 1904
"MELBOURNE DEFEAT ESSENDON IN AN INTERESTING GAME —
On a Wet Ground at the SCG — 6000 People Present
The Adverse Weather Committee decided at 11 o'clock that the game
Melbourne v Essendon must be played. As the rain was then falling in
torrents at the SCG, with every prospect of continuing, many thought the
game would be not worth looking at. At 1 o'clock a change took place,
and by 2 the sun was shining and the rain had cleared off." 54
So reported the local media with the VFL playing this 1904 round 4 clash in
Sydney in a further effort to re-establish the game in there.
In local football, North Shore, or the Maroons, as they were known then, were easily the
best side in the competition winning the flag over Balmain 5-13 to 2-8 after a season without
defeat. The previous year the club finished runner-up.
In July North Shore played the strong Melbourne School side, Wesley College when they
toured Sydney. Wesley easily won all their games leading up to the Shore match including
a game on 12th July against a team of teachers 29-19 to 6-4 at the SCG. 55
Then, there was so much rain on the scheduled date of their North Shore encounter the
match was put over until the following Wednesday; on this occasion, one of the spectators
was the NSW Governor, Sir Harry Rawson. North Shore won the game 9-10 to 6-17 before a
good mid-week crowd. 56
A month later on 13th August, North Shore took on the strong Albury Imperials side also at
the SCG and won 8-6 to 7-10 before a poor crowd estimated at 500 people. Albury at that
stage, was also undefeated in their local competition and strongly fancied their chances. 57
In first grade, the Alexandria team had been absorbed into the nearby Redfern club.
However, 1904 was a satisfying season for the league. We have mentioned in a previous
article the schools that participated in the regular weekly schools’ competition. One of the
organisers was Albert Nash, president of the NSWFL. He told a meeting that 57 Sydney
public schools were involved. 58

54 Sunday Times - 29 May 1904, page 8
55

Australian Star - 13 July 1904, page 2

56

Australian Star - 14 July 1904, page 2

57 Sydney Morning Herald - 15 August 1904, page 4
58 Sydney Sportsman, - Wednesday 28 September 1904, page 7
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The Catholic Primary Schools' Association also held a competition involving the following
schools :— St Patrick's (Church Hill), St. Mary's (City), Sacred Heart (Darlinghurst), St. Francis
(Paddington), St. Charles (Waverley), St. Francis (City), St. Benedict's (George Street), St.
Vincent's (Redfern), St. James (Forest Lodge), St. Augustine's (East Balmain), St. Joseph's
(Balmain) and St. Mary's (North Shore). Bro. Bonaventure, of St. Francis, city, acted as hon.
sec. of the Association. 59
The Reserve grade was conducted by a
separate administration and not by the
League.
It was known as the NSW Football
Association and that year involved
Hawkesbury Ag College, South Sydney,
Darlinghurst, St Leonards, Sydney A and
Balmain A teams.
Then, players from the same club could
not automatically move up and down to
either grade.

1907 Premiership Ladder

The final in this division was played at
Richmond on the Hawkesbury Ag
College ground where they defeated
the young South Sydney team 6-10 to
1-8 but not without incident:

"Sir, — I read in your issue of last night a letter from Mr. Millard on the final match for the
above, between Hawkesbury College and South Sydney, and would like to make a few
remarks concerning the game. There was never a match won more on its merits. The
College were leading by 31 points when the South Sydney team complained that it was
too dark to continue and started to walk off the field. The umpire agreed in my presence
to go on with the game, but the South Sydney sportsmen kept arguing with him till it
became too dark. The College timekeeper, when play ceased, made one and a half min.
short of full time, and the South Sydney timekeeper then said there were three minutes to
go, but since I think he has stretched It a bit. As the Australian rules are trying to get a
footing in New South Wales it is a pity some thorough sportsmen cannot, be induced to
play the game in place of some of the players who would call themselves such. It Is also a
pity that when a team is fairly and badly beaten they cannot take their defeat In the
proper spirit. — Yours. &c.,
K. C. HARPER, Hawkesbury College, Richmond, Aug. 30, '04." 60

59

Sydney Sportsman, - Wednesday 28 September 1904, page 7

60 Australian Star, - Friday 2 September 1904, page 2
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A month earlier the Hawkesbury side had received a "drubbing" at the hands of the visiting
Wesley College when the latter visited their Richmond ground. The final score Wesley 14-11
to 2-6. 61

61 Australian Star, - Friday 8 July 1904, page 2
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What Could Have Been and What Didn’t Happen
The Sydney Football League, NSW AFL, AFL Sydney or whatever title you want to give it, and
it’s had a number of changes over the years, has in reality made few ground-breaking
decisions in its 137 year history.
In many cases the officials who ruled the game simply missed the boat.
Following WWII, Frank Dixon, who captained and coached the South Sydney club in a very
successful period in the 1930s was appointed vice president of the league. He talked the
executive into him approaching the then, Australian National Football Council (ANFC) for a
loan of $10,000 to establish a licensed club in Sydney.
Dixon, a staunch Labor man who ended up Deputy Lord Mayor on
Sydney City Council, travelled to Melbourne by train in 1949 to attend
an ANFC Meeting. Incidentally, on the train happened to be the prime
minister, Ben Chifley. Dixon returned with the guarantee of the £5,000
($10,000) from the ANFC but a nervous executive in Sydney went cold
on the idea and the concept never saw the light of day.
In 1948 three new clubs were admitted to the Sydney league, Western
Suburbs, Balmain and Sydney University. Wests were the only club to
Frank Dixon
taste relatively quick success. It played off in successive grand finals of
1952-53 but had to wait until 1963 until it won a flag. Neither Balmain nor Sydney
University clubs could boast success until much, much later.
In the meantime a team from Illawarra joined the competition in 1949-50 but the travel and
their lack of success accounted for their departure. (Deja vous 50 years later).
This was a time when six clubs dominated the competition, Eastern Suburbs, Sydney Naval,
Newtown, St George, North Shore and Western Suburbs. Liverpool joined the competition
in 1954 after a couple of successful seasons in the Metropolitan Australian National Football
Assn (MANFA - or really, a Second Division, which folded in 1953). It was a time when the
league should have bitten the bullet and formed two divisions. It didn't.
Sydney was a growing city and the league should have capitalised on the popularity of the
game during and immediately after the war.
This was particularly the case again in the early 1958 after Uni had dropped out and their
place taken by the new Bankstown Club. Again, they should have travelled down the two
division track but those with a selfish ‘one league mentality’ failed to act.
In 1960 however, they did introduce a dramatic change to Sydney football when the number
of players on the field was reduced to 16. This was thought to produce better football on the
smaller Sydney grounds and perhaps encourage the formation of new clubs and also keep
the instances of backing up (from the reserves) to a minimum.
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The purists were enraged with this change and by mid-season clubs forced the hand of the
league executive to return to the traditional eighteen-a-side.
The basically unsuccessful club of Liverpool joined forces with the abovementioned
Bankstown, another battler, in 1962. Then two years later encouraged another new club to
Sydney first grade football, Parramatta, to combine with them to form a further club-entity:
Southern Districts. Initially this venture proved to be competitive but it too eventually
failed. The affect it did have, in particular, was to rob a team playing the Australian Game
from the then far western suburbs of Sydney. Prior to the amalgamation Parramatta had
played out of Mona Park, Auburn. I guess it has to be asked, was this a practical
amalgamation given the distances between these centres? Again, the creation of a second
division was not countenanced. (later clubs were again formed at Bankstown and
Parramatta, whilst Southern Districts eventually reverted to the Liverpool title, amongst
others).
It was around 1962 that efforts were again being encouraged to form a licensed club for
Australian football in Sydney. They had enough members, sufficient commitment and
eventually identified potential premises at 224 Riley Street Surry Hills, a former hotel which
was then trading as a private hotel (boarding house).
The prime mover in this action unfortunately died and so without a leader the whole issue
fell flat.
Eastern Suburbs had a licensed club at Bondi Junction but as successful as it was could not
maintain the repayments on a very expensive loan which funded an ambitious addition to
the premises and the club fell by the wayside. North Shore went all out to gain a license in
the premises of Polonia Northside Soccer Club in Walker Street North Sydney. They were
successful in this enterprise but unfortunately this too eventually failed.
St George made it to the licensing court but were refused their bid for a license at Olds Park
on a technicality.
A second division was started in Sydney in 1970 and further developed in 1971 but was
always looked upon as ‘the poor relation’.
In 1998 the AFL took over the administration of football in Sydney, over-riding elected
representatives – good or bad?
Despite all this, there has been some success in Sydney football and this was quite recently.
Garry Burkinshaw, the man in charge of Sydney footy between 2007-2014 quickly realised
there were problems when he took over the reins. He listened to the gripes, he looked how
they do it in soccer and studied Sydney football. Burkinshaw maintained that Sydney footy
was not as tribal as it is interstate. Players played their game then left. They didn't stick
around for the next match nor were they there for the earlier game/s so they certainly
didn't stay all day.
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He decided the answer was ‘divisionalisation’ where teams from various clubs of apparent
equal strength would be best suited playing against each other. So, apart from the Premier
League (first grade) competition, a reserve grade team which might have battled in the
senior division was dropped to third or fourth division in the new setup.
He took advice from clubs and maintained there was no real opposition to this new
model. He gathered members from each club in a room where he put his proposition. It
took over three months in the planning and together with colleague, Bob Robinson, they
introduced a competition which has, for the most part, been extremely successful. It has
since been tweaked.
The result was there were more teams winning games and all but St George, Camden and
Illawarra clubs, from the twenty four clubs participating early in divisionalisation, played in
their respective finals.
This new and novel competition has promoted success in other clubs too. Penrith who was
down to one team now boasts three; North-West is fielding more sides along with Camden
and since the introduction of ‘divisionalisation’, there are four new clubs now participating
in the competition.
This new system leaves it open for established clubs to field more teams and encourage new
or junior clubs to field senior teams. It has also opened the way for the establishment of
more clubs but most particularly, the benefit from this new structure has seen nearly all
competitions in Sydney senior football become more competitive.
The downside to ‘divisionalisation’ is that clubs had to be particularly well organised. It has
since changed but initially, three teams from one club could have been playing at three
different venues so all players and officials had to commit themselves to turn up. In all
probability in these circumstances, there would not be the players to ‘back up’ in the event
of a full complement not present to take the field for a side. Each team had to be a selfcontained unit, ie: field umpire (if required), goal umpire, runner, water boys, manager, etc.
Since all this has come to pass, the introduction of a ‘team points system’ has been
launched. This is a scheme which is slowly and universally encompassing district football in
Australia. It serves to virtually handicap clubs who recruit juniors or players from other local
clubs in their league and regulates the capacity of these clubs to fill their ranks with
additional players from inter or intrastate etc. It should make the respective competitions
more competitive. This scheme has worked well interstate.
It is a much better arrangement than the ‘salary cap’ understanding where some leagues in
Australia are restricted to the money they can spend in paying players. At a recreational
level, this would be very difficult to police.
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Seconds Rep Side Beat First Grade
I think this game would be one of a kind, well certainly the result was.
In 1924 there were seven first grade teams in the Sydney Football competition. This
followed the loss of the Police club which had competed for the previous two seasons in the
top grade.
Then however, not all of the first grade teams had a reserve or second grade side.
In that year the senior teams were Newtown (2 [teams]), Railway, North Sydney, Paddington
(2), East Sydney, Sydney (2) and Balmain. Those without (2) were the clubs without a
seconds so other sub-district clubs played before those particular senior games as curtain
raisers in the second grade competition. It was pre- Metropolitan Australian National
Football Association in Sydney.
In late July of that year, the South
Broken Hill Club journeyed to
Sydney to play a game against a
combined metropolitan team,
then called Metropolis. The
Sydney side contained thirteen of
the twenty or so who were
subsequently selected in the NSW
State Team which went on to
compete in the Australian Football Carnival in Tasmania in the weeks following. South
Broken Hill won this match against Metropolis 9-8 (62) to 8-10 (58) before a crowd
estimated at 6,000; The above newspaper advertisement, calls the team ‘New South Wales’.
The Broken Hill team were described as "brilliant". 62
The lead-up game on the day was a Combined Junior (second grade) team versus a
combined team selected from the Sydney First Grade. The second or reserve grade, was
often referred to as 'junior' although it was open age football. Their opposition, the Sydney
First Grade Combination was the one ultimately selected to play Victoria (VFL) in Sydney
seven days hence. 63
No-one gave the seconds a chance, but they easily got over their opponents 6-11 to
3-6. The scores of the early games in those days were nearly always modest due to
the population's working conditions of five and a half days a week which included Saturday
Mornings; curtain raisers began at 1:30pm and were mostly played in four x 15 minute
quarters with no time on.

62

SMH - 28 July 1924, page 6

63

Sydney Sun - 27 July 1924, page 8
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It is worth reading a passage on the game from the leading sporting paper of the day, The
Referee:
"BRAVO,
THE
JUNIORS
!
The early game was between the team picked to play against Victoria and Combined
Reserve Grade. Nine of the representative teams failed to turn up and their places
were taken by other players who were at the ground. But the team which took the
field was little inferior to the original selection; The dash of youth proved too good for
the has-beens. In every phase of the game, in every position, even in the ruck, where
they were expected to be weak, the juniors were markedly superior, and gave the
seniors such a lesson in getting to the ball and doing something with it that the
selectors must take note and strengthen the team to play against Victoria by the
inclusion of some of the boys.
The best football is in a youth when he is round about 19 and 20; if he does not show
it then he never will. The selectors plea that the boys are too young and cannot stand
the buffeting was shown to be mere moonshine. The juniors were never headed, and
cleverly won an epoch making game, in which the scores were: First quarter. 2-5 to 13; half time, 5-7 to 2-4: third quarter, 5-10 to 8-4; final scores, 6-11 (47) to 3-6 (24).
Goalkickers; Second Grade, Flynn (4), Holder (2); and Finch Rudolph and Powers for
the Firsts. For the winners, every player was at his top, and Woolnough handled his
side in masterly fashion. For the losers Finch, Eagle, McFarlane, Reynolds," 64
Incidentally, on the same weekend, the North Broken Hill side defeated a combined
Northern Tasmanian team at York Park, Launceston before 6,500 people, 8-6 (42) to 5-10
(40).
;

64

Referee Newspaper - 30 July 1924 page 13;
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Birchgrove Oval

The earliest game the Balmain
Club participated in 1888. It was
a scratch match with teams
chosen by the captain and vicecaptain played on Church-hill,
Balmain. The game was
witnessed by a large crowd
“who thoroughly enjoyed it.” 65

The first Balmain club was
formed on Wednesday 9 May
1888 at a meeting held at Dick’s Hotel in Beattie Street Balmain. Further meetings were
held to appoint a committee and set the rules. 66
Then on 30 June they played
their first match against the “2nd
Sydney (club) team” (a reserve
grade) at Moore Park which they
won eight goals to nil. [in those
days behinds, although shown,
were not counted in the team’s
total score and goals were worth
only one point].
The following year the club’s
secretary,
Bill
Fordham,
advertised a practice match on St
Thomas’ Ground, Darling Road West on Saturday 4 May, but little more was heard of the club.
A Balmain club became part of the
resurrected NSW Football League in
1903 and participated in the Sydney
until 1909; they were nicknamed
'The Seagulls'.
It was during this period that they
and the Australian Football League,
regularly used Birchgrove Oval for
matches however whether by
design or not, the ground failed to
be part of the game's venues after
Balmain fell over in 1910. 67
65

Referee Newspaper - 14 June 1888, page 6

66

Balmain Observer & Western Subs Advertiser - 26 May 1888, page 5

67

Referee Newspaper - 13 March 1910 page 11
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It would appear that Australian Football has never been played on that ground in an official
capacity since 1909, despite the resurrection of the club.
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Football on the Domain
More than likely, the majority of
those reading this will have no idea
where 'the Domain' is in Sydney.
In 1816 Governor Macquarie
inaugurated what is now the
Royal Botanic Gardens and the
'Domain', on land that his
predecessor, Arthur Phillip had
set aside as a 'Governor's
demesne' [a piece of land
attached to a manor and
retained by the owner for their
own use] late in the
eighteenth century.

Sydney Domain

It is situated to the south of
the Opera House and behind
the NSW Parliament
Building. The land is home
to the NSW Art Gallery and
also Mrs Macquarie's Chair.

The subsequent growth of Sydney's magnificent Botanic Gardens was at the
expense of the Domain. The Domain now exists only in four small precincts, whereas once it
covered all the area from Woolloomooloo Bay to Circular Quay, and south to Hyde Park.
Encroachments over time – such as in 1942, when Domain land was taken for naval fuel
tanks and during the 1960s when land was taken for ramps for freeways and traffic tunnels –
have greatly diminished its original size.
The venue was also used for political orators of a Sunday who used to gather people in their
thousands to listen to these various soap box speakers. Sadly this part of Sydney's
reasonably recent history is gone.
However at lunch time, midweek, a few sports are still played there, in particular soccer and
touch football while netball courts are located on top of the Domain carpark. The park was
also the scene of a midweek city business houses’ rugby league competition in the fifties,
sixties and seventies.
People could be seen hurrying from their city offices, cutting through the back of the
Mitchell Library and covering the short distance to the Domain to watch or participate in
their sport their during their luncheon period.
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On Wednesday 27 August 1947 a lunch-hour game of Australian
Football was played before a crowd of 500 people at the Sydney
Domain.
Eastern Suburbs player and former Carlton star, Clinton Wines, was
instrumental in having this game played. The teams were made up
of a number of Sydney first grade players including test cricketer,
Keith Miller who then played with the Sydney Club.

Clinton Wines

Although reports on the game (we think there was only one), are scant we can provide some
detail on the leadup to the match:
Test cricketer Keith Miller, and NSW captain Roy Hayes, lead the two
teams in what was described as a lunch-hour promotional match.
Nine State players and other outstanding first-graders took part.
Many of the players worked in the city, but others travelled
from distant suburbs to participate.
Besides Wines, Newtown captain Alan Smythe along with Ron
Matthews, policeman Neil Stevens, Roy Geddes, Ted Larsen and Darcy
Coleman were all involved. It was reported "that many spectators,
who have never seen the code, would get an idea just
how spectacular it is," said Hayes, the captain and coach of the
Eastern Suburbs Club.
"The Australian Council is spending money on fostering the code in
NSW and Queensland, but there is no better way of making progress
than to bring the game before the public.

68

"Hundreds of people walk in the Domain and Gardens In the lunchhour, and we want them to see the match." he added.
The game was played in two 25 minute halves. Many of the players
had to dash from their city offices at 1:00pm then be back at their
work place by 2:00pm.
Jack Dean, (now deceased) a former member of the History Society
Committee played in the game and said it was very popular amongst
the lunchtime crowd.
Roy Hayes

Dean, a plumber, had to organise himself to be ready to go at 1:00pm
and then get back to his work in the Eastern Suburbs of Sydney.

68

Sydney Sun 26 August 1947, page 12
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We have no record if other matches were played or the actual result of the game but were
told that further games were planned for 1948. They did not go ahead.
The concept of Lunchtime AFL at the Domain could well be taken up by present day
administrators of the game in Sydney who might want to schedule an AFL 9s game or a
modified Women’s AFL match on this popular Sydney lunchtime venue.
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Tamworth v Queensland
In 1913 an outbreak of smallpox swept across Sydney. To counter its spread,
authorities introduced drastic travel restrictions:
In Queensland, "the Commissioner of Public Health stated to-day that, owing to the
lack of co-operation by the New South Wales railway authorities in the
enforcement of Federal quarantine regulations for the protection of other parts of
Australia against the smallpox outbreak, drastic action is being taken at the
Queensland border. 69
Persons who arrived from Sydney without vaccination certificates are ordered into
quarantine, and sent on to Brisbane for detention at Colmslie Quarantine
Station. Such persons will be charged with the cost of their maintenance whilst In
quarantine, and will probably be prosecuted also when their period of detention is
completed. Three persons are already being dealt with in this way, and others are
expected to arrive to-morrow." 70
New South Wales had already played an interstate game against Queensland in
Brisbane in early June so these restrictions missed the team and its
players. However, a return match had been scheduled in Sydney later in the year. By
then more serious travel restrictions had been applied and the match was at first
postponed 71 and later cancelled. 72 Visits by VFL Clubs, Carlton and St Kilda were
similarly abandoned. 73
Despite all this, enthusiasts of the game in Tamworth were keen to have the
Queensland match played there following the establishment of the code in the town
earlier in the year. (The main Sydney – Brisbane rail line used to travel through
Tamworth) and after little negotiation a match was arranged for September 13.
However it was postponed and rescheduled for Saturday September 27 at ‘The Oval’,
Tamworth. 74
It was reported that the Tamworth Club were being “paid the compliment of a special
visit instead of Queensland’s regular visit to Sydney.”
The trip was at the expense of the Queensland Australian Football League costing an
estimated £70 or £80, ($9,500 today – RBA figures) "and as the Tamworth
Association was generously donating any surplus gate proceeds towards improving
'the Oval' the Queensland team did not benefit from the gate proceeds." 75

69SMH - 17 July 1913, page 10
70 Ibit
71

Saturday Referee and Arrow – 26 July 1913, page 3

72 SMH – 13 August 1913, page 5
73
74

Daily Telegraph – 6 August 1913, page 17
Tamworth Daily Observer – 23 September 1913, page 2

75

Tamworth Daily Observer – 23 September 1913, page 2
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“The game was to the Northern Tablelands district, but the ambition of their
enthusiasts grew to such an extent and Tamworth was so obdurate in pressing their
desire for a visit from a team, that Queensland, where the game this year is not of a
very high standard, was asked to satisfy the appetite of the northern centre."
"The local papers devoted a good deal of space in reporting the game, which varied
greatly in different quarters, suggesting that a big influence was exerted by a fairly
stiff breeze. Queensland had the first use of it and kicked 6 goals 2 behinds to 1 goal
1 behind in the initial session but in the next the Reds could only add 1 goal 2 behinds
to the locals 3 goals 4 behinds. Queensland placed the result beyond doubt in the
third quarter, and, easing up in the final term, allowed the country men to make, the
final scores:— Queensland, 10 goals 14 behinds (74 points); Tamworth, 10 goals 7
behinds (67 points)." 76
The local representatives consisted of Walker (captain), Boon, Sherry, Lawther, Bell,
Leathley, Roberts, Smith (2), Ross, Prentice, McRitchie, Reid (2), Hombsch (2), and
Campbell. The referee (umpire) was Mr. Price.
“The game, which was a very mediocre one, was witnessed by a fair attendance of
spectators. It was noted that the visitors were “not a very crack lot”.
A banquet was held at the Central Hotel in the evening. Mr. W. E. Potts was in the
chair, and Mr. A. Brownscombe noted as vice-chairman. The usual toasts were
honoured, chief of which were “The Queensland team," and the "Tamworth
Australian Football Association." A number of vocal contributions added to the
evening’s enjoyment. 77

76 Daily Telegraph - 1 October 1913, page 17

77 Tamworth Daily Observer - 29 September 1913, page 2
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FOOTBALL IN NEWCASTLE FOLLOWING WWII

After the war, football began to get a stronger foothold and become more established in Newcastle.

The game had flourished around the area and into the Hunter in the late 19th century but its
continuance in the 1900s was very much ad-hoc and later most of it centred around
interstate workers at the BHP plant.
“The apparent reason the game took on a more serious identity in the coal city was
the influx of interstate servicemen who settled there following the cessation of
hostilities.” 78

1947 Newcastle v South Sydney in Newcastle

A letter to the local newspaper in July 1946 from W. L. Jones of Tighes Hill 79 urged
the formation of a club to play the game. He received a reasonable response 80 from
his suggestion and following a meeting at Islington Oval on 17 August 81 a team was
formed to play in Sydney the following month.
They were made up of: backs- G. Ross, T. Coles, D. Higgins; half backs: A. Waller. W. L.
Jones capt., P. Gurner, centres- J. Lines, W. Brisbane vice-capt., W. Scammell; halfforwards- K. Figgers, C. Wilson, W. Trevor; forwards- D. Brown, P. Deveraux, Ian
Shugg; rucks- K. Smith, G. Gordon; rover- R. Tummell. It had been arranged for the
78

Newcastle Sun – 27 August 1946, page 8

79 Newcastle Sun – 27 July 1946, page 10
80 Newcastle Sun - 12 August 1946, page 16
81

Newcastle Sun – 12 August 1946, page 16
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team to play the curtain raiser to the NSW v Richmond match at Trumper Park on
September 8. 82
The Newcastle 18 were captained and coached by Bill Jones. It was said he was a
former North Melbourne player but unfortunately this could not be verified.
Apparently a team was “got together” the previous year which played against Army
sides but no other details are available. 83
One of the problems the team had was in the ruck division and so Sydney clubs
loaned W. Brown, J. Smith, A. Trevors and K. Gordon for the match.
The match was played before 15,000 (sounds ambitious – ed.) at Trumper Park
(remember it was a curtain raiser match) and the Combined Sydney team 9-11 (65)
defeated the Newcastle combination 6-6 (42). Former Collingwood player and
Stawell Gift winner, Ron McCann kicked 4 goals for Newcastle while Bill Scammell
and Newtown player, Alf Pate also kicked goals. McCann and Pate were added to
strengthen the Newcastle side.
The team had to hire a bus to get to Sydney on the Sunday Morning when train
timetables did not co-ordinate with match arrangements.
Following the game, officials met with the NSW Football League executives to explore
the possibility of a club being formed in Newcastle to include first and reserves
grades which could play in the Sydney competition. 84
This did not eventuate. However in May the following year a Newcastle Combination
played a combined Metropolitan (Second Division) team also in a leadup to an
interstate clash at Trumper Park.
They were defeated in this match in what was described as “a fast and exciting game
played under adverse weather conditions, 8-9 (57) to 5-7 (37). P. Devereaux scored
four goals and Billy Scammell the other for Newcastle. Arrangements were made for
a return match on the following Sunday.” 85
The Newcastle player in the dark jumper in the image overleaf appears to be Bill Elliott, one of the founders of
the Newcastle FL and after whom the local B & F Medal was named. He was awarded an Order of Australia
Medal for his services to local football.

82

Newcastle Sun – 27 August 1946, page 15

83 Newcastle Sun – 27 August 1946, page 8
84 NSWANFL Football Record – 14 September 1946 page 5
85 Newcastle Herald - 26 May 1947, page 10
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UMPIRING

1972 Sydney Umpires Training at Erskineville Oval

Each time I watch the AFL on TV it amazes me how quick the reactions are by umpires when they
detect a free kick etc. I guess it’s the same with all sports but Australian Football umpires are right on
the spot, and in the big TV games there are three of them!
Of course, like players, the game hasn't always been particularly kind to umpires over the years
but in more recent times umpiring as a discipline has become more professional and their role
much more appreciated.
In 1973 Rod Humphries was a feature writer for the Sydney Morning Herald and he authored a
great piece about Sydney umpires and their training.
He began with:
"Any casual observer who happens to look in at Erskineville Oval between 5 o'clock and 7 o'clock
on Wednesday nights is likely to make a quick retreat to the Park View (hotel), just across the
street.
At one end of the ground a team of deaf and dumb Rugby League players ginger their way through
training, while at the other end an assorted bunch of men spend much of their training running
BACKWARDS."
Umpires in Sydney have used many training grounds over the years. Erskineville Oval,
Moore Park, Reg Bartley Oval at Rushcutters Bay, Fraser Park at Sydenham and Trumper
Park, just to name a few.
And they too have had their share of characters in their number whether it be field, goal,
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boundary, their coaches and/or officials. None though, could have
been a more controversial and lovable character than 'Black' Jack
Armstrong.
He played first grade in Sydney for over 15 years after he moved
with his family from Coolamon in 1943 as a youngster.
Jack Armstrong
Although the family settled in Ashmore Street, Erskineville, literally
playing
for NSW as a
a stone’s throw from Erskineville Oval, Jack couldn't get a game
ruckman
in 1948
with the nearby Newtown Club who were on the verge of a seven
consecutive premiership run, so, along with his brother Joe, he signed with the next club
along, South Sydney.

Jack spent six years with South before moving on to the Newtown FC. Initially he was a
player then in 1953 appointed captain-coach of the club, a position he held for three
years. He moved to Hargrave Park, near Liverpool in Sydney in 1956 and began to play with
the Liverpool club. He was appointed player-coach there in 1957-59. In 1960 he moved
back to captain and coach Newtown then, in 1961, he gave away playing and began to
umpire.
So here was a player who had probably been reported more times than any other Sydney
footballer, who was now umpiring Sydney first grade. If you listen to our podcast on the
Jack Dean interview on our website, he says that Jack (Armstrong) was the hardest and most
difficult opponent he had opposed in his 20 year playing history - and that’s a big statement.

1957 Jack Armstrong with Liverpool, in the thick of it at Trumper Park. A young Ellis Noack is about to cop it

Jack's umpiring career only lasted five years but during that time he officiated in club, final
and interstate matches. Like his brother Joe ten years before, Jack umpired a Sydney Grand
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Final, the 1964 first grade grand at Trumper Park. Then, living at Maroubra Beach, he
returned to the club from where he started, South Sydney at age 44 years, as captain-coach
in 1967. Of course he was reported again but used as his defence at the tribunal,
"insanity". They let him off with a warning.
Jack was a bloke who would umpire a junior match on Saturday Morning then go onto a
senior game. I know, because I remember at least one game he officiated in as I was playing
in as a struggling South Sydney junior aged 15.
Humphries went on in his article about umpires - and Jack, telling the readers "One time Jack
was umpiring a third grade game (because the schedule umpire failed to turn up), before
officiating in the subsequent first grade match. During the game he had cause to send the
coach, a first grade player, off the field for abusing him."
"We were all in the same dressing room and he had a shot at me.” Jack said. “I told him if I
wasn't an umpire I would do something about it. He said I didn't have the guts"
"It was a sweet left hook' Jack said laughing "and they had to drag him out of the men’s
toilet trough..."
So as you can imagine, he was one hell of an umpire and a great bloke! and during his time,
he knew almost everyone in Sydney football certainly during the 1950s and 60s.
In 1971 a car pinned him up against a brick wall which eventually led to the removal of his
leg but he never lost his passion for the game.
I can remember him being appointed coach of the South Sydney Club in 1972 but he was still
in hospital. We played in a pre-season match at Olds Park and instead of the coach being
there to give the pre-match talk etc. we put on a cassette of Jack providing an animated
acoustic speech. I can remember scanning the room seeing all the new players to the club
looking at each other wondering what was going on because they had never seen Jack.
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Application for membership of the Society
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